In this paper we present a Model-Based Testing approach with which we generate tests from an abstraction of a source behavioural model. We show a new algorithm that computes the abstraction as an under-approximation of the source model. Our first contribution is to combine two previous approaches proposed by Ball and Pasareanu et al. to compute May, Must+ and Must-abstract transition relations. Proof techniques are used to compute these transition relations. The tests obtained by covering the abstract transitions have to be instantiated from the source model. So, following Pasareanu et al., our algorithm additionally computes a concrete transition relation: the tests obtained as sequences of concrete transitions need not be instantiated from the source model. Another contribution is to propose a choice of relevant parameters and heuristics to pilot the tests computation. We experiment our approach and compare it with a previous approach of ours to compute tests from an abstraction that over-approximates the source model.
Motivations
The process of software testing can be automated by means of a Model-Based Testing (MBT) approach [1] . A formal behavioural model is designed from which a set of tests is computed that ensure a given coverage of the model. An adaptation layer fills the gap between the model and the implementation to produce executable tests. The conformance of the implementation to the model is assessed by comparing, modulo the adaptation layer, the outputs of the executable tests with the ones as predicted by the model. A frequent limit to the scalability of this approach is the size of the state space defined by the model: it can be infinite or very large, thus making its coverage impossible in practice.
An abstraction of the behavioural model can be used to overcome this limitation. Abstraction techniques [2,3,4] allow for making finite or drastically reducing the state space representation of a formal specification (or of a program), for example by gathering into one single abstract state several concrete states. Our framework is that of predicate abstraction [2, 3] , where the states and the transition relation of the abstraction are defined according to a set of predicates over the model variables.
Once computed from the abstraction, the tests have to be instantiated on the concrete model. This may not be possible for some of the tests if the abstraction is an over-approximation of the source model, thus defining execution paths that may not exist concretely. We have previously defined and presented in [5] a method where this could happen. The abstraction was computed by a theorem-prover that tried to prove the potential feasibility of the transitions rather than their reachability. As a result, time could be spent uselessly to search for an instantiation that does not exist. We adopt another approach in this paper by considering only under-approximations. Since all the paths of an underapproximation exist in the concrete model, it is possible to instantiate every test from it on the concrete model.
We present in this paper a new algorithm, based on previous works from Ball [6] and Pȃsȃreanu et al. [7] , to compute abstract transition relations based on predicate abstraction for test generation. Our algorithm combines the two approaches of Ball and Pȃsȃreanu et al., and applies to behavioural models instead of programs. We use SAT-solving techniques to compute the transition relations. We also compute a concrete transition relation and try to directly connect concrete states to each other, so as to obtain concrete tests that need not be instantiated from the model. This complements the tests obtained by covering the abstract transition relation, for which an instantiation is required.
But what part of the behavioural model will be covered by tests computed from an under-approximation of it? We have implemented the algorithm, and used it to compute tests for six case studies. These experimental results are compared in terms of coverage of the abstraction with the ones obtained by our over-approximation method of [5] . We consider a set of optimisations of the concretisation computed by the algorithm, and evaluate experimentally their practical impact on our case studies. We also provide a set of parameters to the user as well as heuristics to improve the method.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the process for generating tests from an abstraction. The background required for reading the paper is given in Sec. 3. Two examples to illustrate our approach are described in Sec. 4. The algorithm for computing the abstraction as well as its properties are described in Sec. 5. Section 6 presents the experimental results. We present in Sec. 7 the works to which ours are related. We conclude and indicate future research directions in Sec. 8.
Test Generation Process from an Abstraction
In a previous work [5], we have presented a test generation method based on abstraction. The abstraction was computed as an over-approximation of a formal behavioural model M of the system, written by a validation engineer. The engineer also wrote a test purpose, by means of a language proposed in [8], to describe
